
Freshmen Cuts - 2021


Flute: Op. 107/10 - OMIT

          #27 - Play from the beginning to the end of m.18

          Op. 15/16 - Play from the beginning through beat 2 of m.18 (end on the high A)


Sop. Clar:  #9 - Play from the beginning to the end of m.22

                   #14 - Play from m.13 to the end of m.32

                   #11 - OMIT

               
Bass Clar:  #35 - OMIT

                   #13 - Play from m. 33 to the end of m.48

                   #23 - Play from the beginning to the downbeat of m.28


Oboe:  #24 - Play from the beginning to the downbeat of m.29

            #5 - Play from the beginning to the end of m.16

            #38 - OMIT


Bsn: #16 - Play from the beginning to the end of m.13

        #20 - OMIT

        #13 - Play from m.78 to the end 


Saxes: #12 - Play from the beginning to the end of m12

            #29 - Play from the beginning to the end of m.16

            #32 - OMIT


Trumpet: #7 - Play from m.33 through the first note of m.57

               #12 - Play from the beginning through m.8

               #9 - OMIT


Horn: #2 - Play from the beginning through m.16

          #21 - Play from m.22 through m.33 (A tempo to the end)

          #17 - OMIT

       

Trombone: Allegretto - Play from m.24 through m.56

                  Gb Major - Play from the beginning through m.12

                  F Major Allegretto - OMIT

                   

Euph: Allegretto Grazioso - Play from the beginning through m.19

          Bb Major - Play from the beginning through the first note of m.17

          Eb minor - OMIT


Tuba: #8 - Play from the beginning through m.22

          #38 - Play from m.28 - m.38

          #27 - OMIT


Perc:   Snare - Play from m.7 through the downbeat of m.35

           2 Mallet - Play from m.9 (last measure of 2nd line) through the end

           4 Mallet - Play from m.12 (last measure of the 2nd line) through the 1st note of m.55 (2nd measure of 4th line

                           on the 2nd page)


